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Formation and structure of the potassium complex of valinomycin in

solution studied by Raman optical activity spectroscopyw
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The formation and structure of the potassium complex with valinomycin in solution were

studied by means of Raman and Raman optical activity (ROA) spectroscopy.

The complexation caused significant spectral changes, particularly in the region 1200–1400 cm�1.

The experimental spectra were interpreted using first principles computations. A complete

computational conformational search combined with the spectral analysis revealed the

arrangement of the isopropyl side chains in the complex. From a total of 6579 unique

conformers two predominant ones were confirmed in the solution by ROA. A third one was

predicted theoretically, but its population in the experiment could be estimated only roughly.

The most populated conformer does not exhibit C3 symmetry, and is different from that

present in the crystal and the NMR-derived structure. Molecular dynamics techniques were

used to estimate the molecular flexibility and its effect on the spectra. Density functional

computations and Cartesian coordinate transfer (CCT) techniques provided the ROA and

Raman spectral shapes and intensities well comparable with the experiment. The polar solvent

(methanol) environment modeled with a polarizable continuum model (PCM) leads to rather

minor changes in the conformer populations and vibrational properties as compared to vacuum

computations, due to the hydrophobic character of the complex. Additional computational

experiments suggest that the vibrational interactions determining the ROA spectra are quite

local, which contributes to the good spatial resolution of the method. A reduction of the noise

in the experimental spectra as well as increased precision of the simulations is desirable for the

further exploration of the potential of the ROA spectroscopy for biomolecular studies in

the future.

Introduction

Valinomycin is a neutral ionophore produced by the bacterium

Streptomyces fulvissimus. It has a highly selective ability to

make a complex with the potassium ion.1–3 Its conformational

flexibility is crucial for the biological functions, facilitating the

capture of the metal, its transport across the lipid cell mem-

brane, and the release of the ion. In addition to the induc-

tion of the ionic permeability, valinomycin exhibits strong

microbial activity.4 The molecule is a cyclic depsipeptide made

of L- and D-valine (Val) amino acids, D-a-hydroxyisovaleric
(Hiv) and L-lactic (Lac) acids, with a three-times repeating

structure:

In spite of the polar amide and ester moieties, the peptide is

not in significant amounts soluble in water, due to the hydro-

phobic methyl and isopropyl side chains.

The side chain conformation itself is probably not impor-

tant for the biological role, although it may be changed by

interactions with aromatic ions, diminishing the potassium

binding specificity during the transfer.5 However, the strong

ROA signal of the isopropyl residues makes the valinomycin

molecule an ideal model system for testing the sensitivity of

the spectra to fine structural features. Other optical methods

do not provide sufficient information about the side chain

conformation. The isopropyl average positions in solution can

be deduced from indirect spin–spin coupling constants,6–10 but

individual angles for particular residues cannot be determined

by NMR due to the fast conformational exchange. There are

indications that the crystal structure11–13 of valinomycin is at

least slightly different from that in solution.6 Unlike for NMR,

the ROA spectrum is an algebraic sum of conformer subspectra,

so that it can provide welcome complementary information
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about the molecular structure and dynamics in solution.

Supposedly, the ROA signal of a weakly interacting solvent

is either small or always averaged over a vast number of

configurations, reasonably well represented by the continuum

solvent model. For smaller dipeptides, the conformer popula-

tions obtained by ROA were shown to be equivalent to those

obtained by NMR spectroscopy.14

The valinomycin structure including its complexes was also

studied by other methods, including, for example, unpolarized

Raman spectroscopy,15–17 infrared absorption (IR),18 optical

rotatory dispersion (ORD), 7 and electronic and vibrational

circular dichroism (ECD, VCD).3,19 In particular, the VCD

technique provides important knowledge about the peptide

backbone, but the side chain VCD signal is too weak.17

The valinomycin molecule can adopt different shapes. If

crystallized from non-polar solvents, all six NH groups of

the amide bonds are involved in intermolecular hydrogen

bonding.11,12 In a crystal of the K+-complex valinomycin

adopts the so called bracelet conformation where the six ester

carbonyl groups point to an inward cavity where they bind to

the potassium cation.13 This structure is additionally stabilized

by the intramolecular hydrogen bonds between amide carbonyl

and NH groups. Such saturation of the polar molecular

residues contributes to the hydrophobic character of the

complex and enables the cross-membrane transport.2

The ROA spectrum measures the difference in the Raman

scattering of right- and left circularly polarized light.20 Since

its discovery21 the technique has brought important advantages

into the spectroscopic investigation of biomolecular systems.

Unlike the unpolarized Raman scattering, ROA bands can be

both positive and negative, which makes their assignment and

identification easier. Additionally, the polarized spectra are in

general more sensitive to the conformation. Unlike VCD22

and IR, the ROA spectra are measured using visible light,

which is more compatible with the natural aqueous solvent

environment and conventional optics. The vibrational domain

also provides more and better resolved transitions than the

electronic excited states seen in ultraviolet and visible absorp-

tion (UV-vis) and circular dichroism (CD).23 The vibrational

interactions are fairly local, sensitive to conformation of

individual molecular parts,24 although for small molecules

the backbone contributes more significantly.25 The locality

can be further explored by labeling of stable isotopes.26

Lately, we have shown that inhomogeneous Raman and ROA

band widths are directly related to molecular flexibility and

dynamics.27,28

Interpretations of the ROA spectra are largely dependent on

the quantum-chemical computations.29,30 The ROA intensity

simulations have become origin-independent and thus signifi-

cantly more reliable since the introduction of the gauge-invariant

atomic orbitals (GIAO).31,32 An analytical implementation

within the density-functional theory (DFT) enabled extended

ROA applications to larger molecules.32 Still, the computa-

tions of the intensity tensors were hindered by a numerical

differentiation, an obstacle that was removed only lately.33,34

Nowadays, computations of ROA intensities can be done with

approximately the same effort as for the Raman intensities

with popular software packages.35,36 Nevertheless, the fine

splitting of vibrational energy levels and the second-order

intensity response properties determining the ROA spectrum

require large basis sets and high-quality approximations,37,38

which become prohibitive for larger molecules. Direct ROA

simulations for peptides containing up to ten alanine residues

have been reported so far.39

For more sizable systems, such as the valinomycin molecule,

or for higher accuracy the vibrational spectra can be con-

veniently generated by the Cartesian coordinate tensors transfer

(CCT) techniques,40 which provide results of nearly full

ab initio quality.41 In CCT, the force field (second energy

derivatives) and molecular property tensors are calculated at a

high approximation level for smaller molecular fragments,

and then transferred to the target molecules. For the ROA

intensities, derivatives of the magnetic dipole-electric dipole

(G0) and electric quadrupole-electric dipole (A) polarizability

tensors are needed, together with the usual dipolar polariz-

ability (a). The CCT methodology has successfully been used

for simulations of IR and VCD spectra of peptides,42 proteins,43

and nucleic acids.44 Regularly, CCT for ROA is used to

combine computational results obtained at various approxi-

mation levels,28,32 or to build up vibrational properties of larger

molecules.45 However, origin-dependence related problems20,46

encountered in the transfer of the ROA valinomycin properties

introduced errors into the resultant intensities. Fortunately,

relatively fast analytical computations of G0 and A became

available lately.33,34 Therefore, as a default, a rather unusual

procedure is chosen in this study, where for smaller fragments

the harmonic force field and polarizability (a) are calculated

at a higher level, but the ROA tensors are calculated at once

for the whole valinomycin molecule. This leads to a good

numerical stability of the results, and the simulated spectra

very well match the experimental observations.

For the CCT method being meaningful, the fragment

structure must be kept close to that of the whole complex,

while the higher-frequency vibrational modes need to be

relaxed. This was enabled by the constrained normal mode

optimization algorithm47,48 that previously provided results

superior to the usual fixing of torsion angles in peptides and

nucleic acids.49,50 The solvent influence is accounted for by the

polarizable continuum model (PCM) based on the conductor-

like solvent model (COSMO) of Klamt.51 The dielectric con-

tinuum solvent approximation has been previously criticized

for strongly polar systems;52–55 however, as shown below, the

influence of the environment on the spectroscopic valinomycin

properties is rather modest, and PCM provides reasonable

results in this case.

Involvement of explicit solvent molecules was not attempted

for the spectra calculation due to the size of the system.

It should be noted that for modeling of vibrational optical

activity of more polar systems, explicit solvent is recommended

for better description of the hydrogen bonding.52,53,56 In

particular, peptide zwitterions are not only unstable in vacuum,

but their conformation may be stabilized by solvent, which is

difficult to reproduce with implicit models.57,58 Dielectric

models also often fail to reproduce the effect of the hydrogen

bonding on vibrational frequencies.54,55 However, these effects

are limited for the hydrophobic valinomycin–potassium com-

plex. For example, molecular dynamics modeling suggests that

only the amide oxygen atoms may strongly interact with
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methanol, without significant perturbation of the structure

and spectra.

Methods

Experimental

Valinomycin (of Z 90% purity) was purchased from Sigma,

and recrystallized twice from methanol (99.9%, Acros Organics).

The concentration of valinomycin in the methanol solutions

for the measurement was 0.12 M. The potassium–valinomycin

complex was prepared by dissolving molar equivalents of KCl

(Fluka Corp.) and valinomycin in methanol. Back-scattered

circular polarized ROA spectra were measured on a home-made

instrument at the University of Fribourg. A dual arm light

collection arrangement with optical fiber bundles enabled the

simultaneous detection of right and left circularly polarized

Raman light.59 The correction scheme using half-wave retarders

reduced the deterministic error in the ROA spectrum.60 The

spectra were collected with the excitation wavelength of 532 nm,

7 cm�1 resolution, laser power at the sample 400 mW, and

temperature of 300 K. The sample was held in a small drum

cell with black Teflon walls and two glass windows; the sample

volume was B35 mL. In order to reduce the fluorescence

background of residual impurities, the sample was irradiated

by laser light over 5 h before measurement. In order to check

reproducibility, the measurement of each sample was repeated

three times with slightly different positions of the laser focus;

the sum of the three spectra is reported. The solvent peaks and

fluorescence background were subtracted from the Raman

spectra; for ROA a third-order nine-point Savitzky-Golay

smoothing was applied. The experimental intensities are

presented in units of the total number of electrons detected

in the CCD camera.

Conformation search of the potassium–valinomycin complex

Starting X-ray geometry11 was downloaded from the

Cambridge structural database (http://www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk).

Using the MCM software61 nine isopropyl torsion angles

(see Fig. 1 for the definition) were systematically varied as �60,
60 and 1801, so that 39 = 19 683 conformers were generated.

Exploring the periodicity of the molecular sequence, 6579 unique

structures were selected for optimization of the geometry

by energy minimization within the Gaussian program.35

The PM362 and AM163 semiempirical methods were used to

evaluate the equilibrium energies of all conformers. Because

accurate potassium parameters were not available for these

computations, the K+ ion was replaced by proton (H+) and

the proton–oxygen distances in the complex were fixed to

2.81 Å. All other coordinates were fully relaxed during the

optimizations.

Twelve lowest-energy AM1 conformers thus obtained were

optimized at the BPW9164/6-31G** level with and without the

methanol environment. The Gaussian version of the COSMO51

model (CPCM) was used for the solvent. For a limited number

of conformers the B3LYP65 functional and 6-311++G**

basis were used. All the higher-level DFT computations were

performed with the proper K+ ion without any geometrical

constraints. As an independent test of the reliability of the

computations, equilibrium structures and energies of all 27

conformers exhibiting the C3 symmetry were calculated at the

HF/3-21, BPW91/6-31G**, BPW91/PCM(MeOH)/6-31G**,

B3PW9166/PCM(MeOH)/6-31G**, and B3LYP/6-31G**

approximation levels. The HF/3-21 and BPW91/6-31G** com-

putations were also performed with the Grimme van der Waals

dispersion correction,67–69 which, however, did not cause signifi-

cant changes in the conformer ordering.

Molecular dynamics

The Tinker program package70 with the Amber99 force field71

was used to estimate the side chain flexibility, and its sub-

sequent influence on the spectra. The K+-valinomycin complex

was placed into a cubic periodic box of 30 Å a side, together

with the methanol molecules. As an NVT ensemble (with 1 fs

integration time step) the system was equilibrated for 20 ps at

1000 K, and annealed to 298 K for 300 ps. The annealed

structure was allowed to evolve for 1500 ps. Because reliable

force field parameters for the potassium ion bound to the

peptide were not available, the distances between K+ and the

six closest oxygen atoms11 were kept fixed to 2.81 Å.

ROA and Raman spectra calculation

The spectra were generated for the fully optimized

K+-valinomycin complexes described above, and also for

free valinomycin conformers as obtained from the structural

database.12 In order to relax the higher-frequency modes in

the free molecules, the geometries were partially optimized

in the normal mode coordinates.47,48 Modes between i300

(imaginary) and 300 cm�1 were kept constant, which led to

minor changes of initial geometries only. For the optimized

structures, harmonic force fields were calculated by the Gaussian35

or Turbomole72 programs. Turbomole was used to reoptimize

the structure and calculate the vibrational frequencies at the

BP86/SVP(def2-TZVPP for potassium) level.

Fig. 1 Definition of the torsion angle t = +(aH, aC, bC, bH)

determining the isopropyl positions.
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The performance of a broader family including newer

functionals (M05,73 M06,74 M062X,74 M06L,75 B3LYP,65

B3PW91)66 was tested on the Raman spectra of a L-Lac-L-

Val-D-Hiv-D-Val fragment bond to potassium, with the

6-311++G** basis set and the PCM(MeOH) model. The

spectra were calculated using Gaussian for partially optimized

geometries of the fragment, with torsional angles constrained

to those in the valinomycin complex fully optimized at

B3LYP/6-31G**/PCM(MeOH) level. However, no particular

advantage of the newer functionals over the more common

B3LYP method was observed, perhaps except for some spectral

details better reproduced by B3PW91.

The ROA intensity tensors were obtained by Gaussian for the

whole molecule at the HF/6-31G and HF/6-31** levels. Smaller

fragments (cf. Fig. 2) were created from the target molecules and

partially optimized in the normal mode coordinates with the

parameters specified above. For the fragments, the harmonic

force field and Raman intensity tensor (a) were calculated by

Gaussian at the B3LYP/PCM(MeOH)/6-31++G** level, and

transferred in the Cartesian coordinate to the whole valinomycin

by the CCT program.40,76 The B3PW9166 functional with the

same basis set and solvent model was also used for comparison.

The back-scattering Raman and ROA intensities were

obtained as14,77,78 IRam ¼ 6
P

i¼1::3;j¼1::3
ð7aijaij þ aiiaiiÞ and

IROA ¼
48

c

X
i¼1::3;j¼1::3

3aijG0ij � aiiG0jj þ oexc

X
k¼1::3

eijkailAjkl=3

 !
,

respectively, where c is velocity of light, oexc the laser fre-

quency, and eijk the antisymmetric unit tensor.

Lorentzian spectral shapes and temperature corrections

were applied to generate the spectrum from individual peaks

as SðoÞ ¼ IRam=ROA 1� exp � oi
kT

� �� ��1 1
oi

4 o�oi
D

� �2þ1h i�1
, where

oi is the vibrational frequency, k the Boltzmann constant,

T temperature, and D = 5 cm�1. The computed spectra were

adjusted by one scale factor (common to Raman and ROA) to

the average experimental intensity, and individual frequencies

were scaled according to experiment with the aid of the SC95

software.79 Within SC95 and other simple scripts, the experi-

mental ROA spectra were also decomposed into calculated

subspectra of individual conformers, using the algorithm

described elsewhere.14,30,80

Results and discussion

The complex formation evidenced by ROA

Experimental ROA and Raman spectra of valinomycin in

methanol in the absence and presence of the potassium ion

are shown in Fig. 3 (left). The complexation is clearly reflected

in the changes of the spectral shape. Generally, the free

valinomycin exhibits fewer and broader peaks, especially at

the lowest-wavenumber region (150� � �800 cm�1). On the basis

of the previous analyses,27,28,30,81,82 we can associate the

broadening with the flexibility of the free peptide, which

adopts a more elastic propeller form.12 The ROA spectrum

changes even more than the Raman scattering. However, some

spectral features are modified only slightly under the com-

plexation, such as the 1461/1447 cm�1 +/� couplet, where a

third weak band appears at 1470 cm�1 for the complex. A

similar couplet around 1335 cm�1 becomes narrower in the

complex, but the principal ROA features seem to be conserved

in both valinomycin forms down to about 900 cm�1. Interestingly,

the restricted conformational freedom in the complex does not

lead to an increase of the ROA signal below 400 cm�1, but the

intensity is redistributed in this region. The different responses

of various wavenumber ranges to the complexation can be

explained by the locality of the higher-frequency vibra-

tions, while the delocalized vibrational modes which are more

sensitive to the change of the molecular shape have usually

lower frequencies.

Further minor changes upon complexation can be seen

through the entire frequency region both in Raman and

ROA spectra. The ester carbonyl band at 1750 cm�1 in valino-

mycin shifts up to 1757 cm�1 in the complex, while the

partially resolved amide I bands (1676 and 1657 cm�1) are

shifted down to 1662 cm�1 and 1646 cm�1, which corresponds

to the previous observation with ethanol as a solvent.15 The

carbonyl band shifts were attributed to the interaction between

the ester carbonyl and potassium ion, and to the resultant

increase of the extent of hydrogen bonding at the amide carbonyl.15

The carbonyl stretch transitions could not be detected by ROA

due to the limited sensitivity. In both spectral types intensity

changes also in the amide III and hydrogen bending region

(1200–1400 cm�1). These vibrations involve mixed NH and

CaH deformations83 and are known to be sensitive to the

geometry of peptides and proteins in ROA spectra.84 The free

valinomycin exhibits broad bands at 1300 and 1400 cm�1,

which become sharper peaks at 1318 cm�1 and 1338 cm�1 in

the complex.

On the basis of the calculated spectra (right hand side

of Fig. 3) and normal mode displacements, we could assign

Fig. 2 Fragmentation of the valinomycin potassium complex used to

generate a molecular force field and intensity tensors. Calculated

(B3LYP/CPCM(MeOH)/6-31++G**) parameters for six partially

overlapping smaller segments of two different sequences were trans-

ferred to the target molecule.
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most of the observed Raman and ROA bands (Tables S1 in

the ESI)w, which mostly corresponds to earlier assignments.17,18

The region below 400 cm�1, for example is dominated by soft

modes, such as methyl torsions, skeletal deformations, and

breathing of the peptide. The sharp ROA peak at 879 cm�1

(Raman at 874 cm�1) of free valinomycin which becomes

weaker in the complex stems from delocalized CC stretch

and carbonyl carbon out of plane deviation.17 Raman inten-

sities of the antisymmetric CH3 bending at 1450 cm
�1 (in-phase)

and 1468 cm�1 (out-of-phase)17,18 may be obscured by the

solvent bands. Previously, the Raman signal of these modes

was found to be insensitive to conformational changes,17

which contrasts with the corresponding ROA signal variations.

The +/� ROA couplet (1461/1447 cm�1) of free valinomycin

becomes a �/+/� w-shaped signal (1470/1461/1447 cm�1)

in the complex. The calculated ROA and spectral curves

(Fig. 3, right) reproduce the most important changes observed

under the complexation (characteristic complex Raman bands

at 743/488 cm�1, calculated at 745/488 cm�1, ROA signal

transition around 1335 cm�1, etc.), although we could not

reproduce many finer spectral features of the free molecule,

due to its flexibility and a huge number of conformations given

by the complicated dynamics in solution. On the other hand,

for the complex, the analysis presented below reveals even

more details about molecular structure.

Conformational search for the complex

The relative energy distribution of the 6579 conformers differing

by positions of the isopropyl residues calculated at the AM1

level is plotted in Fig. 4. The PM3 method (not shown) gave

very similar results. From the AM1 energy dependence, we

can see that a relatively small number of structures can be

populated at the room temperature (the Boltzmann quantum

is about 0.6 kcal mol�1). The lowest-energy geometry exhibits

C3 symmetry; however, other structures of this symmetry are

distributed over the entire conformational space (see the red

lines in Fig. 4), although they are somewhat clustered at the

lowest- and highest-energy regions.

It is currently not affordable for us to obtain reliable

estimates of the energies of all conformers at a higher compu-

tational level; however, for selected conformers the semiempirical

AM1 and PM3 results correlate very well with the HF and

DFT (B3LYP and BPW91) computations (Fig. S1 and Tables S2

and S3 in the ESI).w Whereas the semiempirical methods

provide relative energies underestimated by about 50% in

comparison with DFT, the relative ordering of conformers is

preserved in the majority of cases. Neither the dielectric continuum

PCM solvent correction, nor the larger 6-311++G** basis

set (cf. right part of Fig. S1w) or the Grimme dispersion

correction67 (not shown) brought significant changes in the

lowest-energy conformer ordering. The relative independence

of the conformer ordering on the adopted computational

method suggests that the conformational convenience is primarily

driven by sterical geometrical factors rather than complicated

rearrangements in electronic structure. The indifference to the

Fig. 3 The left part shows the experimental ROA (top) and Raman (bottom) spectra of free valinomycin and its potassium complex in methanol.

On the right hand side, the corresponding simulated (B3LYP/6-31G**/CPCM(MeOH)/HF/6-31G) spectra are plotted. The asterisks at the

experimental Raman spectrum indicate highly overlapped peaks that may be affected by the solvent.

Fig. 4 Calculated (AM1, pseudoatom used instead of K+) relative

energies of 6579 valinomycin-K+ conformers; the 27 C3 symmetric

structures are marked by vertical red lines. The lowest-energy part is

magnified.
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solvent environment corresponds to the negligible polarity of

the isopropyl residues.

The relative energies, Boltzmann populations, and isopropyl

torsional angles calculated for four lowest-energy conformers

are listed in Table 1 and 2 (see Table S4 for more conformersw).
In comparison to the vacuum BPW91/6-31G** results only

minor energy (Table 1) and torsional angle (not shown)

changes are caused by the CPCM solvent correction. Conformer

II has a higher energy than I, but its Boltzmann population is

still high because of the three-fold degeneracy enabled by its

non-symmetrical geometry. Conformer I was confirmed in

CDCl3 solutions by NMR;6 the non-symmetric structures

cannot be detected by NMR as discussed below. It is also

interesting that the lowest-energy totally symmetric structure

(I) differs from that found in a crystal of the C2221 space

group grown in the presence of KI5.
13 This X-ray structure

corresponds to conformer IV, the relative energy of which,

however, makes its presence in solution improbable. The other

X-ray geometry listed in Table 2, obtained in the presence of

picrate anion and xylene in the crystals of the P21 space

group,5 corresponds to a form that is even less populated in

solution, at least according to the calculated energy of the

corresponding conformer (3 kcal mol�1, conformer number 8

in Table S4).w We suppose that this form is not present in

solution because of the absence of the picrate interacting

strongly with the complex in the crystal.5 Both the calculated

and the crystal torsional angles significantly differ from the

canonical values (�60, 60, 1801), which again suggests high

flexibility of the molecule and, in the case of the solid state,

significant influence of the crystal forces on the structure.

To estimate the role of the methanol solvent, the solvent

probability distribution and position were analyzed in random

MD snapshots (Fig. S7 and S8 in the ESI).w The analysis

confirmed that the access of the solvent to the polar valino-

mycin groups is quite limited in the complex, to six carboxyl

oxygen atoms. This corresponds to a relatively minor influence

of the solvent on the relative conformer energies (Table 1).

Moreover, even the hydrogen-bonded methanol positions

change during the simulation (Fig. S8),w which presumably

further limits the influence on the spectra including an induced

solvent chirality, discussed previously for the vibrational

optical activity of water complexes.85

Calculated Raman and ROA spectra

Individual conformers provide relatively similar Raman

scattering, but their ROA spectra differ in many features.

This is documented on the calculated spectra of conformers

I–III in Fig. 5. As the most apparent example, the intense ROA

bands at the extended amide III region (around 1330 cm�1) of

Table 1 Relative energies and populations of the three lowest-energy conformers of the K+-valinomycin complex

Conf.

E/kcal mol�1 p (%)

BPW91/6-31G** BPW91/6-31G**a B3PW91/6-31G** B3LYP/6-31G** B3LYP/6-311++G** Calc.b Exp.c Exp.d

I 0 0 0 0 0 43 43 33
II 0.8 0.6 0.8 0.7 0.9 34 51 54
III 1.5 1.1 1.5 1.5 1.6 11 6 12
IV 1.4 1.3 1.4 1.2 1.5 12 0 0

a CPCM solvent correction (methanol). b From the BPW91/6-31G**a energies. c From the decomposition of experimental ROA spectrum

into scaled calculated (B3LYP/6-31++G**/CPCM(MeOH)) subspectra. d Same asc, but for calculated (B3PW91/6-31++G**/CPCM(MeOH))

subspectra (Fig. S9 in SI).

Table 2 Calculated (BPW91/6-31G**) torsion angles of the isopropyl
groups in the K+-valinomycin complex conformers in Table 1

Conformer L-Val D-Hiv D-Val

Calc.

I
173 66 �173

173 66 �173

173 66 �173

II
173 66 173

173 �67 �172

173 66 �173

III
173 �67 �173

172 �67 �172

173 66 �173

IV
173 66 �173

173 65 �173

173 �178 �173

Exp.

Ref. 13, X-ray ‘‘VALINK’’
174 89 �177

177 60 �176

178 �124 �172

Ref. 5, X-ray ‘‘VALKPC10’’
�178 175 �178

179 169 �177

175 176 �176

Ref. 6 NMR
180 60 180
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conformers I and II are significantly reduced for conformer

III. Note that these bands mark the formation of the complex

in the experimental spectra (Fig. 3). Thus we can see that

proper modeling of the side chains is necessary to accurately

interpret the complexation changes. The ROA spectrum of

conformer I is the closest to the experimentally observed

shape.

Modern DFT functionals provide molecular force fields that

lead to reliable spectral simulations.86 This was also observed

for the valinomycin complex, the Raman spectra of which

were calculated at the BP86/SVP, BPW91/6-31G**, BPW91/

CPCM/6-31G**, and B3LYP/CPCM/6-31++G** levels (Fig. 6).

The GGA87 BP8688 functional provides rather underestimated

frequencies of most vibrational bands, in comparison with the

experiment. This can be partially corrected by the BPW91

method, also belonging to the GGA family. The CPCM

solvent correction leads to an intensity increase of many bands

in the low-frequency region (o1000 cm�1). As expected, the

presumably more advanced B3LYP functional gives the best

agreement. In addition, the correct B3LYP intensity profile

within 800–1000 cm�1 range is only approximately matched by

BPW91. Thus, although the BPW91 method was previously

recommended for computations of peptide VCD 89–92 and

magnetic constants requiring correct spin densities,93 the

hybrid B3LYP functional appears more reliable for Raman

simulation within a broader spectral region.

Neither was a particular advantage over B3LYP observed

when the newer functionals were used for calculations of the

Raman spectra of the L-Lac-L-Val-D-Hiv-D-Val-K+ fragment.

Very similar spectra profiles (cf. Fig. S6 of the ESI,w for

M05 and M06) were obtained within 170–1600 cm�1. From

Table S5,w where spectral and frequency errors are compiled

for the B3LYP, M05, M06, M06L, M062X and B3LYP

functionals, we can see that the B3LYP method provides the

best results in the shortest computational time. The largest

frequency variations exhibited the CQO stretching bands,

which were typically calculated too high. The B3PW91 hybrid

method (cf. Fig. S9) also provided valinomycin Raman and

ROA spectra quite similar to those obtained by B3LYP.

In accord with previous studies32,38,45,94 the relatively small

basis set used in the calculation of the ROA tensors for the

whole molecule (larger basis sets were not affordable due to

computational cost) seems to be sufficient for reliable spectra

simulations, provided that the force field and the polarizability

(a, and its reducible contributions to A and G014,20) are

accurate enough. Indeed, the 3-21G, 6-31G and 6-31G** basis

sets used for ROA gave rather negligible differences in the

simulated spectra (cf. Fig. S3).

Algebraic decomposition of the experimental spectrum into

calculated sub-spectra

To obtain a more quantitative information about the con-

former content of the complex, the scaled simulated spectra of

conformers I, II and III were used in a mean square-root

decomposition14,38 of the experimental ROA spectrum.

As expected from the visual similarity of calculated spectral

shapes of conformers I and II to the experimental ROA

(cf. Fig. 3 and 5), populations of these two forms dominate

(43 and 51% for the B3LYP functional, see Table 1), while the

Fig. 5 Calculated ROA (left) and Raman (right) spectra (B3LYP/6-31++G**/CPCM/HF/6-31G**, see text) of three most-populated

K+-valinomycin conformers.

Fig. 6 Calculated (BP86/SVP (A), BPW91/6-31G** (B), BPW91/

6-31G**/CPCM (C), and B3LYP/6-31++G**/CPCM (D), conformer

(I) and experimental (E) Raman spectra of the K+-valinomycin

complex.
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contribution of conformer III (6%) is on the brink of the

decomposition error. Similar numbers (33, 54 and 12%) were

obtained with the B3PW91 functional. The populations agree

very well with the Boltzmann populations estimated from

the calculated conformer energies. Note, however, that the

Boltzmann factors are strongly dependent on the temperature;

for low temperatures the population of I increases.

The decomposition coefficients were quite stable under

minor variations of the fitting algorithm.14 For a two-spectrum

fit, for example, we obtained a similar ratio of 40 and 60% to

I and II, respectively. The higher probability of II seems to

contradict the NMR experiment, where the form I was

determined to be the prevalent conformer.6 However, one

has to realize that even with the 40/60 I to II ratio, 80% of

the D-Hiv residues still adopt the same angle (B+601). The

conformation II which differs from I by only a single dihedral

at Hiv (Table 2) is thus virtually invisible to NMR, while very

distinct changes are observed in the ROA signal (cf. Fig. 5).

The resultant fitted ROA and Raman B3LYP spectra

obtained from the three-conformer (I+II+III) decomposition

are compared to the experimental ones in Fig. 7 (Fig. S9 for

the B3PW91 functional).w Unlike the raw one-conformer

spectrum (Fig. 5) excellent agreement of the calculated and

experimental ROA and Raman spectra was achieved by the

decomposition combined with the frequency scaling. The

scaling introduces some error dependent on the band assignment;

however, the uncertainty is small.14 Note that the conformer

content is thus primarily obtained from calculated intensities

that are more sensitive to the molecular shape than the

frequencies.14 Minor deviations between the experimental

and fitted spectra can be attributed to errors in the DFT force

field and intensity tensors,86 and to the approximations used

for the solvent.38,53

The experimental negative ROA signal at 1470 cm�1 is

reproduced with negligible intensity only; its magnitude was

found to depend strongly on fine parameters of the CCT transfer.40

The Raman signal within 800–1600 cm�1 is dominated by many

vibrations (CH bending, C–C stretching, etc., see Table S1w) of
the isopropyl residues, and it is impossible to assign individual

peaks. The overall Raman and ROA pattern is very well

reproduced by the calculation, although the negative ROA

signals at 1029 and 879 cm�1 are strongly underestimated.

The low-frequency signal (o600 cm�1), for polar molecules

typically affected by the participation of attached solvent

molecules from the first solvation shell,28 seems to be reasonably

well reproduced by the calculation with the implicit solvent for

the hydrophobic valinomycin.

The effect of the isopropyl group dynamics on the spectra

The possibility of monitoring molecular flexibility by the

inhomogeneous broadening of Raman and ROA spectral lines

has been discussed for simpler aminoacids.27,28 As can be

documented by the analysis of the MD trajectories of the

valinomycin–potassium complex the torsion angles determining

the positions of the isopropyl residues significantly oscillate

around the equilibrium positions (the widths of the probability

peaks are about 251, see Fig. S4w). It is therefore desirable to at

least qualitatively estimate the influence of this motion on the

spectra. As can be seen on the 21 MD snapshot average

(Fig. 8) the dynamical averaging does not significantly change

the ROA and Raman intensity pattern, which indicates relative

rigidity of the complex backbone as discussed above (Fig. 3).

However, finer spectral features are influenced. For example,

the relative intensities of the 1465/1450 cm�1 close Raman

bands are switched by the averaging, in favor to the agreement

with experiment. Within 600–800 cm�1 the one-conformer

Raman spectra seem to be more realistic, while below 600 cm�1

better profile is obtained with the averaging. For ROA, the

dynamical averaging is very beneficial for the signal within

400–650 cm�1; in other regions the one-conformer spectra

appear more reliable, due to the limited precision of the

simulations. Thus, we can conclude that the molecular motion

is important for accurate spectral profiles, but its modeling is

difficult due to the approximations used, and perhaps also due

to the neglecting of quantum vibrational effects.81,95

The locality and distance-dependence of the vibrational

interactions

In order to better understand the dependence of the spectral

signal on molecular structure, we selected two close and two

distant valinomycin residues containing the isopropyl groups

(Fig. 9), optimized the higher frequency-modes by the con-

strained normal mode optimization, and calculated the ROA

and Raman spectra. The simpler HF/3-21G level was used for

this computational experiment, with the polarization model

used for the ROA intensities. As can be seen in Fig. 9, the

interaction of the two close fragments separated by B5.4 Å

significantly contributes to the ROA intensities, and the

resultant spectrum differs from that obtained as a plain sum

of both residues. In particular, many ROA bands within

1400–1600 cm�1 change their signs as a result of the through-

space coupling. Raman spectral changes are less apparent

as they predominantly consist of peak frequency shifts. For

the more distant fragments separated by B8.9 Å (see the

right hand side of Fig. 9) the spectra can be obtained without

a significant loss of accuracy as sums of isolated residues.

Fig. 7 The fitted (red, based on the B3LYP/6-31++G**/CPCM(MeOH)/

HF/6-31G** conformer sub-spectra) and experimental (black) ROA

(top) and Raman (bottom) spectra of the K+-valinomycin complex.
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This reflects the multipolar interactions that quickly decay

with the distance.20,96

In the last computational experiment, we simulated ROA

and Raman spectra of neighboring valinomycin residues with

and without the amide covalent link (Fig. 10). In this case, the

through bond coupling introduces significant redistribution of

both ROA and Raman intensities, similarly as for VCD

peptide spectra.24,90 These results suggest that the vibrational

interactions are fairly local, spreading about over two ami-

noacid residues. In the case when the isopropyl side chains are

spatially close (Fig. 9), however, the ROA technique may also

be sensitive also to the tertiary protein structure.

Conclusions

The complexation of valinomycin with the potassium cation

was clearly identifiable due to the changes in the Raman and

ROA spectra. The reduced flexibility of the valinomycin in the

complex caused narrowing of spectral lines, in particular in the

lowest-frequency region. The rigid intramolecular hydrogen

Fig. 8 Calculated Raman and ROA spectra of conformer I (top, 5 cm�1 bandwidth), averaged spectra from 21 MD snapshots (middle, 2 cm�1

bandwidth), and experimental spectra (bottom) for the K+-valinomycin complex. The calculated spectra were simulated with 5 and 2 cm�1

bandwidths for the one and multiple conformer simulations, respectively.

Fig. 9 Distance dependence of the through-space interaction: (top) ROA and (bottom) Raman (bottom) simulated (HF/3-21G) for two close (F1,

F2, left, aC–aC distance is 5.4 Å) and two more separated (F3, F4, right, d(aC–aC) = 8.9 Å) valinomycin residues.
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bond network was also accompanied, for example, by intensity

changes of amide III and CH bending bands around 1300 cm�1,

and by a drop of the ROA peak at 879 cm�1.

The rigidity of the complex made it more susceptible to

accurate theoretical modeling. In particular, we could perform

a full conformational search of the positions of the isopropyl

side chains. The conformer populations thus obtained could

be very well related to the experimental conformer ratios

calculated from the algebraic decomposition of the experimental

ROA spectra into calculated sub-spectra. The results were

consistent with previous NMR studies; however, novel infor-

mation about the presence of additional conformers in solution

could be extracted.

The results thus document the exceptional sensitivity of

ROA to the peptide side chain conformation that cannot be

achieved by other optical spectroscopic techniques. A support

of the ROA spectroscopy by the theoretical modeling is

necessary for a reliable interpretation of the experimental

data. In particular, the combination of high-precision DFT

computational method, the Cartesian tensor transfer, and

frequency scaling techniques enabled us to predict the conformer

ratios of the K+-valinomycin complex in solution qualita-

tively. The sensitivity of the spectra to the molecular geometry

confirmed the potential of ROA for structural studies of

biomolecules.
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